
BOOK REVIEWS 

REFERENCE 

an Artids by David Sylvester (New 
Press, 2002, $34.95) features 211 

interviews c o n d u d  between 1196% anad 2000, m y  of 
which are featured in print for the first t h e ,  tnken by one of 
England's most d u e n ~ a l  critics of modern art. 

The author, who died at the age of 74 in 2001, org 
the book E m K k g i ~ n g  with David Smith and en& with 
Jeff Koons, and *ougltaout there are the voices of Jasper 
Johns, Louise Nevelson, mine, John Cage, Roy 
Lichtenstein, and Faan& Stella. The contemppauy 
photomphs that accompany and serve as m u t e p i n t  to 
each interview include several by Dan Budwrk, who worked 
closely with Sylvester during the time of his earlier 
interviews. The clash between the E 
the Americans who clashed with 
them is fascinating. The more contemporary anti 
straight out of today's culture, such as Car1 Andre, Cy 
Twombly, Alex Katz and Jeff Koons. 'Plhis is a great 
reference to these artists and the forty y e a  of American 
culture they reflect. 

Cyber Reader: C~t ica l  Wdtings for the Di@td Era, 
edited by Neil Spiller (New York, PMdon, 2002, $39.95) 
seeks to introduce the reader to the wide m g e  of writings, 
subjects and disciplines that cybe has createcd and 
influenced. While William Gibson, the science fiction 
author, is the first to use the expression "cyberspace", its 
meaning holds a world of infinite possibilities. Potentially 
a poetic space, its depths increase with every image or word 
or number. 
There are over 40 texts in chronological order, beginning 

with some precursors to cyberspace theory as we know it 
today. Beginning with early theoreticians such as Charles 
Babbage and Alan Turing, or authors such as E.M. Forster, 
they help to give a historical perspective to the subject. 
Spiller's introductory essay is illuminating. Then he 
introduces each extract explaining key themes and terms 
and providing cross references to related texts. 

This is an essential sourcebook, introducing students, 
researchers and general readers to cyberspatial theory and 
practice. Bibliography and index. 

In Other Lss hgeleses: Multicentric Perfommce Ant 
by Meiling Cheng (Berkeley, University of California Press, 
2002, $24.95 paper) is an important contribution to the 

ce art in Los hge'les, written by 
a p t i c  c&icd writer, who b*gs her own "center" into 

serves as a 
Went, Oguri and 

Girls, osseus Ilabyint, 

dea-1y and coherently abu t  the most ephemeral ofatwork, 
thus allowing the reader to glean new insights into a 
m@d but h p m t  art form which has been flo~shirng 
in Southem GalZoda for four decades. 

She dso meshes st theory, American art, and 

role in contemprary American art practice. The public is 
always a factor in this art fonn, and the author is so clear 
about her explication of the historical roots of this art 
practice which celebrates its own inmfEciency, in the words 
of the author. This will be a study that will definitely 
change the tone of pe~omance scholarship. 

&njmin9s BBhd Spot: WaBter Benjmin md the 
Premrahm %ath of Aura & The Mmud of Los Idem, 
edited by Lise Batt, with contributions by Carsten 
Strahusen, m q w d  Smith, G e r h d  Richter, Petra 
Kuppers, Vance Bell, Connie Satma, David S. Gross, 
h jeev S. Patke, Erich Hertz, Colin Modes, n 

o Ote (Los Angeles, Institute of Cultural 
st. byD.A.P., 2001, $19.95 palper or $34.95 with 

special color plates and stamp set in an edition of 200) 
began as two separate projects. Benjmin's Blhd Spot was 
the second kook in a series that looks at major cultural texts 
and interrogates their importance to a wide range of 
disciplines including critical theory, art, philosophy, 
film and literature. The first book in that series was 
BataiPle's Eye which on BaWle's novella, Story of 
the Eye. Benjjminqs BLind Spot focuses on the Work ofArt 
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, one of Walter 
Benjamin's most read and most problematic essays. The 
third book is slated to concentrate on Roland Barthes' last 
book, Camera Lucida. 

The Manual of Lost Ideas was an ongoing Institute 
project that unfolded as we were working on the Benjamin 
book. As outlined in the introduction to the book, we felt it 
was wortb sharing with the world. It did not escape our 
notice that Walter Benjamin is also associated with lost 



ideas in &at his naost m b i ~ o w  pfojrxh, h o w  ;as the 
Arcades, was lost when he m a d l y  ki18& G m K  while 
m g  to escape Nazi Europe. 
me Deluxe Edition d the book inclands a! sheet of 

that have been inserted into key pages to create maor plates. 
We did this in the spirit of the @ r W I y  grow dehc t )  
cEl&sod activity of pasting stamps into 

history hh. The boo es a f d 8  sheet of 
under the front cover. were print& in 

Some d the essays are hwvy going, with more academic 
Bangmge modp~eoplle caka absorb, but on the whole this 
is an i % l e m b g  voIme. 

A Converszllican with Daaird h t i n  by David hh & 
, with dbaurn notes by D a ~ d  h t i n  (New 

York, G m q  B(~p]ks, 2002, $12.95 paper) is a nanonmewt 
to catching David h t i n  W n g  about his life, mtber tbm 
the events that create a "tallring"" and this is an k p r t a n t  

to one's wderm&ng of this p t ,  critic, 
d s t  and PI-&. Now a Gtty Scholar, 

pibed and only then does it 
become a Waen  poem. But mnversaaiom are rich, 
engrossing aPlB MB of ideas with Antin, and to pick Charles 
Bemsgein to go at it with him was a perfect match. The 
b k  is a great Hea$ whether you h o w  the probgo~SaS or 
lad, ranad is a result of an e-mi1  onv versa ti on back and forth 
lasting up to four mon&s, which created not an article, but 
a h k  of uncut dialogue. And Eit is a history d t h e  last half 
of the 20" centmy not only though poetry, but though 
culture, the culture of New York, the d t u r e  of the Wea 
Coast ,  t h e  e of two inte l l igent  

of culture who d e s c e  into 
conversing zas an 

The second text, A b m  Notes, is a kind of xm-k of 
photo$rapb frOm Antin's life with e ~ e n d d  motaaiom, 
verbal elabomtions of the pictures, wEch together, add 

er b e m i o n  to the work of a writer and thinker which 
Jerry bthenberg has tern& "as i m p m t  a p e t  as we've 
got in h e r i a . ' '  Andin may think he is out of synch with 
what is going on, but he is much more prescient than most 
cultured people 1 know, aund he offers us so much in this 
wonderfill book which should be a &eat for dl! Buy two and 
give one as a g&. 

Jo~plbi Beuys: Mappiang the hgacy, edited by Gene b y  
with essays by Lukas B Benjamin H.D. BucNoh, 

a Kort, n, Peter Nisbet, Gene Ray, 
and Joan R o ~ s s  

(New York, D.A.P. in assoc. with the John & WIable 

-ding M u s m  of Iha$ 2002, $35.00 sofacover) is the 
~ d t  of a w p s i m  held at the fingling M w w  of Art 
in ta, nopi& &om 4 -6 Deeemkr 1998. 

euys, a%@bBy the most i m p m t  figwe in p~slwab 

E m p  art, has already provoked strong reactions, 
negative and positive. According to Gene Ray, things are 
geaaing better since in reWospsect, his influence has enriched 
imp-t direc~ons of conkmprahy arh prduction, 
e d b g  to reassess Beuys' biogaphy which is in 

ss", his a ~ h d e  abu t  
uence on the Gmw 

and iswes of persona, 
cd role ofthe artist, 

first time of an 
i n k ~ e w  with Beuys done in I976 with Gmrg Jappe and of 
corn ,  R n j d n  BucMoh7s devmting critique on the 
"Might ofthe idol." This volume allows the new reader to 
come to -tern with this controversial and enomously 
iduegllid &st of our time. 

@mic$Be CBtsardd, A Life by MOc%ile Apd-Claw (New York, 
, 2082, $29.95) is the first Rally researched 

bio$aaphy shanptor who 
worked wi , a d  then lefi 
 an to gain recogni~on for herself in the art world. With a 
strong sense of independence and a firm belief in her o m  
comidemble talent, CIaudel created some exlraordim 
works of art and challenged the social and artistic 
limibtions imposed upon the women of her time. 
Using newly discovered private Betters, f d l y  photographs, 
and n a d d  documenlis recently released to the public, the 
author proGdes the first serious, au&on;iative gostrait of this 
bailBianGy gift, f isunders td  artist. @es~ons abu t  
R d n ' s  appmpriating works that were Heallay Claudel's, his 
h - y  over her efibiting The Age of Maturity which he saw 
as paracBiaag his private Iife in public, confbsion over 
au&ors&p, all of these quesaions are examined by the 
author. Even when the critics wrote glowingly about 
Clawieli's works, there were also expressions of incredulity, 
showing the prevailing prejudice against women. 

But it is Cladel's physical and mental deterioration and 
subsequent confinement in a mental asylum, suffering faom 
increasing paranoia. She had an annual ritual massacre that 
the author explains this fonn of sacrifice and an act of 
rebellion against the world. Her mother co 
her famous brother Pad, celebrated p e t ,  plagwright, and 
aploma1, watched as his sister was taken off to the first of 
two asylwns where she wodd spend the remaining 30 years 
of her life. ABthough she had improved enough to allow her 
doctor to release her, her mother refused to authorize her 
release. This is a fascinating biography, one which contains 
ample notes, bibliopphy and index. 
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au&eamce. 
Wi& 183 images, more than 1f.X in color, md incBu&ng 

d m b l e ,  previously mpublishd b i o p p E d  & ~ d  
bib1iogmpPih;d L ~ o m G s q  $Is b k  ac&:ompwJes 2 

Wvelbg show by the m e  

PhBan H ~ l t o n  by J w  Simsns mew York Ab 
$75.W) is bown for her e s i o w  emim 
combine mm$, t e e  video, photo-b, bh, and h ~ g e  
q w ~ ~ e s  of material sub@ams-~om of BHCbtyp slug, 
750,000 pmies, 48,WO blue work p a ~ t s  and shirts, md 

W S  is left &er these si te-w%c 

nm into &em in Sao Paaajlo, Syhey or Venice, or Sans 
B & q  Colwbus or CWB&o$  sou^ m l i m .  This, 
then is the first Wli-lens mowomph devoad to 

tation rad dl her temp& pm@$s, as asel1 as 
imia~@n-rei ia td  photo~phs,  video, audio, prints, and 
objects. The invesaiga aton be:gm at e8ne outset of 
her career is Bnow a Bcsnowldge is gen~mted, 
conGnd, wrceived anid abmrM-a .kind d a c ~ v d  
~rcepGon ofepbemed d p m o r  e n d o m n t s .  How s90 
we gasp iHs4:oma~on-~ough saaemoq, r w n ,  and 
im@meion. Paow? she has usxi mud, video, and 

y makes her a pamer in 

other primary wwces in 
is a cfnsonolol~y, a list 

an artist that Paar; Qlade a aiilference in dl ow Jives, and now 
we h o w  why. As Robert Storr ihas said, '' 
simple and gendy a s o ~ e n ~ n g ;  walk-in S 
fornail economy and referent d a  Shaker home@&." 300 

Sidney Nolm by T. G. 1RcasenW (New Yo& Thames & 
Hudwn, 2002, $75.a)) 
first to cover the 
wt iorn ,  best h o r n  for hi 
Ned Kelly, iconic outlaw 

But it is the Australian l a n b p e  that plays a foremost 

role in his work, yet even in Ms Iater yeam he was still 
ew~mewGng, s@l p l a m ,  still i a a t e l ~ e ~ ~ y  curious. %Se 
&ed in 1992, Iecd~ng a Iage M y  of work, from his =By 
w ~ n g s  to the enornous, m d ~ - p m e l d  works h o r n  
w%$s~vely  as & d a .  Besides Aw82rdia lore, he dso 
mnegamtd on wcient mfis such as L& a d  the Swan 
or M p u s  and the SpEm. 

traveler with a GE;baal memor~r, his trips in 
ia, Europe and the United States, Africa, Asia and 

h a c t i c a  created more works, inclu&lifg a n m k r  of 
C~n@rse: lafa-ps wEch are m w  in Hong Kong. He dm 
was rnulaaetd, k ing a Bwsok iilusaator, theater designer 
md evela, briefly, a scu1ptor. 

HnacBudes chaonolo@, Aect bi'blioppby of b k s  and 
mka8ogs. 

GEMEML 
a n d m  by Gamy Olmn md Peter Toaig o n d o n ,  Menell, 
2001, $29.95) is an e*or&m project that brought 
togeaer B&Gsb artists and enGsomenkallisls: a dying 170 
y e a  old En@sta oak was felled md given to 72 atists, 

le. The r e s d ~ n g  coFilecGon of 
lev, books, wdpwe,  clotEng and 

ng a n d j o w .  The story ofthe felling of 
ng to cut it into rwomble slices, md 
goup of72 artists, makers, desigaers and 
m across B f i ~ n  a b u t  &he project to have 

the Gmkr to d e  works. The e ~ b i ~ o n  opwed 
at t%e Royal Botanic Gaden E&nbm& and wodd move on 

venues across Englmd. m e  enkire project was 
ntedl by photompher Robert Waltrer, iduciling the 

ang of the oak and the qlaw8ing of the Tatton Estate 
with awms &om the tree by I d  schmlchildren, 
demonamting the endless renewaii of our natural resources, 
an8 sf new life springing fram dd. The show pmducd 

me,  scdpme, bkbikbindijng, jewellery, toys, autoaraata, 
even poetry. One of tbe mst interesting pieces was by 
Mckhael Leigh, a mail &st since 1980 who founded the A l  
Waste Paper Co. Ltd,, &is h m a e  in the mail art network. 

Wieh pslcarB exchanges a d  recycling projects which he 
had accmdated d d n g  Ihe years of mail art, he used the 
thin veneer from the tree md brought an htemahond flavor 
to the project in a collahrative way. He created a w d e n  
card out d the veneer, hi a flyer attached briefly 
exlplainirrg the onetree project sand how he needed 
@cipan&E to add collage, m b b r  stamps, drawing or 
writing to the card and nnaili~lig it back to him. He added on 
each of them a m p  or piece of collage rhat was 
appropniate to the theme ofrecycling, ecology and trees. He 
sent out 150 cards to d l  ar$.ists in over 28 c o m ~ e s  and by 
N w e m h  2 W  he bad 57 resgsnss. IiIe calls it "You Can't 
See LBie W d  for the Trees''. ~ M s  is a remabble project, 



one which should travel b o n d  Endmd. 200 color 
i l lwm~ons? 

Womabiioan Am: hterm&sns af Art, &knm md 
Tmhnroloa by Stephen Wilmn (Cabl7idge, MI7" Press, 
2001, $49.95 do&) is a rich ccsmyaen&m oftbe new role of 
artist to interpret and to spread scienac Bmowldge. This 
is the first c o q ~ h e m i x  m e y  of in temt iod  artists who 
incorporate concepts and research from m&emtics, the 
physical sciences, bidogy, kinetics, telecsmpunimtiom, 
and experimentid &giW systems such as artificial 
intelligence and ubiq~tow ccsmpudng. It covers e v e m n g  
from biology, physics, mfiemtics, kinetics, sound 

and robots, telemaaic art, radio art, web 
intelligence and much more. 

In addition to v i d  docramemkation md &ternen& by the 
relevant art-theoretical writings 

c and twbolog id  r e m c h  
in the future. Of c o w ,  

IPtiolned who s h d d  be in ahis 
Wayne who was doing art 

about the DNA before the madding crowd 
is all about, or her images about Solar Flares and %Polar 
Winds in her gorgeous prints, but I m nitpicking. 

Wis resources include exhibitions a d  festivals, 
educational program, art andl research coUhrations, 
organizations resources, think tanks and web resources. His 
apologies are already included for om%sions. An extensive 
bibliomphy, name index, subject index ends a book which 
offers us contemporary scholarship with energy and vitality 
showing us how the boundaries are now 
millennium. An amazing contribution, with addenda in the 
next edition, we hope. 

New hndon Architecture by Kenneth Powell (London, 
Merrell, 2001, $50 hardcover)is a survey of over 100 
different projects that have transformed both the skyline, a s  
well as neighborhoods of London, in the process radically 
re-shaping the capital. 

Besides Norman Foster's Great Court at the British 
Museum, the Swiss Re headquarters, andDaniel Libeskind's 
Victoria & Albert Museum extension, there are new 
underground stations, theatre renovations and private 
homes. With over 300 color illustrations, plans and critical 
texts, this is an essential book for anyone interested in vital 
urban architecture. 

Collapsible: The Genius of Space-Saving Design by Per 
Mollerup (San Francisco, Chronicle Books, 2002, $24.95 
paper) is an ode to ingenuity, a clever survey of collapsibility 
as a design principle covering telescopes to umbrellas and 
Venetian blinds to fold-up and inflatable furniture. 

a m b l b g ,  bgnig,  r 
f m ,  and conmdno 

at from an inkma&iod point ofview as well. 
The final section considers fuami- both as a tool and as 

m extension of the capacities of the human body. 
CollwibIe stools and 1360 B.C. So there 

couches, tables, and 
ges, this picture book 

gives one a sense of the ingenuity of space-saving design! 

hciemt MClicmwodds by Giraud Foster & No 
(San Francisco, Custom $. Limited Editions, 2000, $65.00 
hardcover) is the collaboration of two photographers who 
celebme the fossil world. A kind of meditation on life and 
death and the incantatory conclusions that all life form die 
andm but new life arises. These 78 color plates 
are re beyond anyone's imagination. The 
combina~on of bidmensiodity, the bright metal oxide 

or @ p e n &  of the painter's palette, and 
geometries with their distinctive distortions 

make this b k  ana eye-opener. In fact, an exhibition is 
traveling throughout the United States showing 65 of these 
images. This is an exquisite large-size book which will 
illuminate and divulge new vistas which the human eye 
ordinarily does not see. There is a foreword by Francis M. 
Hueber, curator in paleobotany at the Smithsonian 
Institution. The b k  may be in your bookstore, but if you 
w a n t  t o  c o n t a c t  t h e  a u t h o r s ,  s e e  
uuw. ancientmicrow~rlds.con~ 

Art of the Lega by Eli&th L. Cameron &os Angeles, 
UCLA Fowler M w m  of Cultural History dist. by 
University of Washington Press, 2001, $65 cloth, go., 
pager) investigates the culture and the art of the Lega 
peoples of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Among 
these people, art is only created for and used by the Bwami 
Society, a complex organization consisting of multiple 
levels, which fonns an essential component of the political, 
social, religious structure of the Lega. 

Within Bwami, artworks are used in conjunction with 
proverbs, anecdotes, and performances to fonn complex 
layered metaphors and to serve as mnemonic devices. As 



initiates move up ~ o u &  the 
variety of Werent -orb asset them in &ling a vast 
corpus of complex aphorism. Thus aha is a code in order to 
remember. With 
h u m  examples of 
from the Jay T. h t  

forms, Hni~ame tools, and spans. Bibliography. 

Seacill Gr51t i  by Tristan Mmco (New Yo&, Thanes $. 
Hudson, 2002, $19.95 p p h c k )  &splays over 4 0  of the 
most creative and exuberant exannp1es of stend 
around the world. Using spray can and 
gravitated from the street to the gallery with works on 
canvas, metid, an8 cloehing. pple result, however, is the 
m e :  innovative, origanal, gutsy with some poetry, some 
plitics, some cutting edge. 

Categorized into comic her=, 
skates, good and evil, protest, co 
these images make you remember where you've seen 
of them last. There is energy in the stencils and energy in 
the design ofthis book. In the "CHthe Street'' section of the 
book are the major practitioneas ofthe art form. 

This is a showcase of originators, imovatoas and the new 
generation who are b r m ~ n g  life into derelict spaces, 

me of the imagery tndy is 
full of d e s ,  or right out 

there for everyone to see.. Websites for various artists are 
included, as well as a selected bibliography. 

Desert Eves: An hdim Paradise, witla photographs by 
Hans Silvester and text by Catherine ClCment (New York, 
Abrams, 2002, $45) is ng, exotic, boldly colorhl 

of a remote village in 
northwest India. What emerges in Clement's essay is a 
moving portrait ofa people, especially the women, who have 
little, yet appear to have found great personal freedom. 

Living in thatched homes 
water, no electricity, and no 
of this sand village in the hars 
themselves with jewelry and with dazzling colors that reflect 
their inner joy. They keep their homes immaculate, singing 
while they work in the fields or picking over grains, and 
while spinning thead in their tiny courtyards. 

In personal adornment, they decorate themselves in 
richly colored clothes, with bits of mirrors and jewelry to 
enhance themselves, but they also decorate their homes with 
amazing designs. And to think this is near the birthplace of 
Mahatma Gandhi, who assumed the ways of the poor out of 
solidarity. It is a hard life, but these wornen know how to 
make it beautifid. A stunning contribution! More than 200 
color illustrations. 

Eduearda Galema: mroarg%n the bBring Glass by Daniel 
ohfy traces the remkable We of 
part poet, part artist, paut militant 
gar(: daring writer. Published by 

BBxk Rose Books in Mon(+eal 2, the b k  began as 
notes for an unprodud film on the 
authsrlartist. One must listen to this creative thinker 
whether one him on the 
sees him on . Hehasa 
charisma that gws on and on, and he must be listened to, for 

om goes beyond borders. He is a universal spirit 
the world with truths. Huge bibliomphy. $24.99 

PihPer 

W i e  Women: A Celebration of their bsiglats, Colu~age~ 
and Beway by Joyce Tenneson (New York, 
Buhffnch/Little,Brown, 2002, $40.00 hadcover, $19.95 
paper) is a challenge by the artist, who tries to elispel the 
negative attitude of growing older by portraying women of 
energy, vitality, wisdom and deep beauty. Traveling 
W u &  the U.S. to try to find women from 65 - 100 where 
age h;PS e , not hindered these women, whose lives 
can serve as positive role models for us all. From Supreme 
&urt justice to volunteer teacher, from Academy Award 
winning actress to politician, 1 rights activist to 
former principle dancer at the Graham Company, 
there is much to ponder here. 

Included with these 80 portraits (she interviewed more 
Ulan 300) rt interviews with these remarkable 
women. All o what it means to have lived and grown 
in strength as a women over the past three-quarters of a 
century. What will remain with the reader, men and women 
alike, is a new vision of what it meam to be a truth-teller, a 
woman of age and wisdom. I f  you are wo 
yourseKjust a bit more becaw of this book, and if you are 
a man, you will indeed have more respect for the women in 
your life. This book is a gift to all who spend a little time 
with it. It is a must for all those who delve deeper into it. 

EXMlBlTlON CATALOGS 
Words Withcwt Meaning, Meaning Without Words: The 
Art of Xu Bing by Britta Erickson (Washington, DC, 
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, SItlithsonian Institution with 
University of Washington Press, 2002, $22.50 
paper)represents this ongoing experiment with language that 
ahis global artist continues with each new installation and 
work. He loves using the written word to create new works 
of art. An accomplished calligrapher, printmaker and art 
teacher, Xu Bing turned his interest in and mistrust of 
language into an extended examination of Chinese 
characters, namely the Book from the Sky, the now 
renowned combination of books, scrolls and panels for 



which Xu Bing invented 
late 1980s. This causes 
combination of the 
govement's c e m r s ~ p  of his art and himIf,  forcing him 
to emigrate to the United Shks  in 19W. 

and t ern ,  and index. 

I[sImds in the Sun: Prints bylndigenousArtists ofAustralia 
and fhe Auska~asian Region, edited by Roger Butler 
(Canberra, National Gallery of ia, 2001, $30.08 
paper, &st. by University of Washington Press) reveals how 
the arts have flourished among indigenous societies in the 
Ausualian region since the 1968s and how the arts have 
been a potent force in maintaining cultural identity. With 
renewed interest in traditional images, designs, and 
narratives along with the evoIution of new images and 
stories, the changing times and new technologies are 
revealed. 

Featured are Aboriginal Artists from Tiwi Islands, 
Arnhem Land, prints from the Torres Strait Islands, as well 
as Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, and crosscultural 
experiences. There are biographical 
110 illustrations, 62 in color. They are 

The Reader Revealed, compiled and edited by Sabrina 
Ncorn Baron (Washington, DC, Folger Shakespeare 
Library, 2002, dist. by University of Washington Press, 
$29.95 paper)demonstrates a history ofthe book, showing 
the close relationship between reader 
reading and writing, during the 15&, 1 
leaving us with a large body of evidence not only of the 
habits of individual readers but of the social and inteUecQuaP 
worlds they inhabited. 

With the juxtaposition of the Folger and the Library of 
Congress in Washington, DC., this history brings to life the 
early owners and readers of books from the Folger 
Shakespeare Library, from the humble and pious to the most 
assiduous collectors. Early readers read with pen in hand; 
it is in their underlinings, emendations, and other 
marginalia that these readers are most vividly revealed to us. 

This catalog represents the gamut from highly deworated 
icon books to cheap, weI1-thumbed chap books of the late 
17& century, which were carried in pockets until many 
disintegrated. The use of h k s  as repositories of birth 
records, scholarly marginalia, and schoolboy doodles is also 
examined. 62 illustrations, a d y m i c  bib 
this important contribution to the history 

say? Who needs 
? And wEzat is it myway? 'Ifhe works colllected herein 

aacerd p ~ s t  EBllswo~ Snyder, who knew several of 

d dl Drink ofpubliatiom is 
in-Bepth Pwk at work fio 

as "the mst radical and exlpenirnaeneal movement of the 
~neCsen-sides." PncluW are Chisto, , a g e .  
Oldenbug and Yoko Ono, as well as the Fluxus 

, Vostell, Robert Watts, 
er and others, including around 200 items 

showing the genesis and progress of a visual and f o d  
by pehsonal relationships, need, or 

ambition; and continued through more than two 
fkiendship, Fluxus was a cmcib1e 
le of delight and surprise. $50.00 

from rha, 8446A Melrose Place, Los Angeles, CA 90(Kj9 

keB Lye celebrates the 100& anniversary of his birth with an 
exhibition m t e d  by Judy Annear, of the Art Gallery of 
New South Wales in Sydney. This exhibition is touring 

gh November 2003, and shows the depth and breadth 
of the artist, although in a minor key. With an essay by 
recent biographer, Roger Homks, Lye is portrayed as a 
South Pacific Modernist. h e a r  writes about Lye's use of 
light and his series of portrait photogram which make up a 
large part of tlhe exhibition. There are a few kinetic 

s in the exhibition, as well as 12 films, which are 
phemmnal in execution and in scope. Painting directly on 
dilnn, Lye made adverts for Shell and the Post Office in 
Britain. But be was so much more prolific when he made 
his o m  films such as Tusalava and Free Radical, the best of 
the lot. This catalog is an important document to finally 
gain Lye recognition as a major sculptor, painter, 
filmmaker, phoqographer, and writer. $18.00 Australian 
dollars from Monash University Museum of Art, Ground 
Floor Building 55, Wellington Road, Clayton, Vic. 3800 or 
mmadna.monash.edu.au 

REPRINTS 
Graphic Design: A Concise History by Richard Hollis 

&Hudson, 2002, $14.95 paperback) is 
a revised and expanded edition. Over 800 illustrations, 29 in 
color. 

Tlhe Business of Art edited by Lee Caplin (New Yo&, 
Prentice Hall in coop. With the National Endowment for the 
Arts, 1998) in its Third Edition. $19.95 paper 
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